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Wireless Internet will no longer be limited to the
Barone Campus Center, the library or a secluded group
of equipped classrooms.
In September 2007, Computer Networking and Services anticipates full wireless availability on campus.
According to James Estrada, Vice President for Information Services, the townhouses already have complete
wireless access. Plans for wireless capabilities in Dolan
Hall East and West are in the works.
"This autumn we completed the access point installations in the townhouses," he said. "We expect that Dolan
Hall, East and West, will have wireless access by the end
of the semester."
Estrada also hopes that the village apartments will
have wireless access by the end of January 2007. The
Quad, however, will not be wired until the summer.
"We will continue to work on selected dorms, those
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C&NS promises full wireless integration

Cutting the Cord:
BY ANDREW CHAPIN

WWW.FAIRFIE1DMIRR0R.COM

on campus by fall '07

we can work in without disrupting the students, until the
end of the spring semester," he said.
Campus-wide wireless Internet has been discussed
since 1999, according to Estrada, but it was not until 2002
that it was seriously considered.
"Obviously we stay abreast of various technology,
but we acquired some in a pilot mode in 1999," he said.
"We put it in a few places in 2002 we became more serious about developing a master plan."
Steve Dailey, assistant director of Computing &
Network Services (C&NS), feels a fully wireless campus
would be appealing to incoming students.
"It's certainly an attractive selling point," he said.
But Dailey also expressed reservations about the
initiative.
"The more convenience you have, the less security,"
he added.
According to Estrada, the process has taken a while
because the original cost was prohibitive.

Ticket to ride

"The initial cost of access points was too high for a
campus wide project," he said. "A preliminary estimate
for such a project in 2002, including the engineering study
to determine where best to locate access points, would
have been over $3 million."
Now, Estrada believes the cost will be roughly
$600,000. This number, however, is "primarily for the
College of Arts and Sciences."
According to Estrada, the School of Engineering
took up the wireless effort without C&NS assistance,
while the School of Nursing recently received a grant
that includes wireless access. The Dolan School of Business, however, has been working with C&NS to further
its wireless support.
Estrada also saw the lack of laptops on campus at
the time this project was seriously considered as a major
SEE

"CAMPUS"
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WALKING WITH A PURPOSE

Beach residents lobby for a safe ride
to and from campus events
BY KATIE BARRY

Fairfield hosts an array of events around
campus for seniors: mug nights, basketball
games at Alumni Hall, school dances. But one
question arises: how can seniors living at the
beach get to campus safely and conveniently?
Marco Ambrosio '07 has the answer- a schoolsponsored shuttle service.
After calling a meeting with senior FUSA
senators, the Student Beach Resident Association and the Senior Class Council, Secretary of
Student Life Ambrosio presented his proposal
at the Nov. 11, 2006 FUSA Senate meeting.
Because of the presence of alcohol at events
like mug night, and inconvenient parking around
campus, Ambrosio believes "students have a
right to transportation to our own university."
Caitlin Fracchia '07 agrees.
"More people would go [to events], and
they wouldn't have to worry about getting a cab
or drunk driving," she said.
However, Ambrosio made it clear that, if
implemented, the shuttle service would not be
a so-called "drunk bus." Instead, it would be a
way for off-campus students to get "from point
A to point B," from their houses to the campus
events, and not "from Fairfield to Bravo."
If the shuttle becomes a reality, there will
also be strict regulations regarding who is allowed on the bus.
"We [the senior leaders] are very willing
to set up precautions and guidelines that would

make sure only beach residents are bused and
that there is a level of safe responsibility on the
bus," Ambrosio said.
Nor will the shuttle be a continually running service to and from the beach.
"They are for certain events," said Ambrosio, "so students will not have to pay for parking
at the Arena at Harbor Yard or fight for parking
on campus."
But even if the shuttle is not a "drunk
bus," there is hesitancy among administrators,
who recall previous attempts to establish such
a service.
Vice President for Student Affairs Mark
Reed, for example, said, "buses of any kind to
and from the beach area have been extremely
problematic in the past."
Though he acknowledged such problems in
recent years due to the University's "notorious
town-gown relations," Ambrosio believes the
situation has improved "dramatically this year
and in recent memory."
And while the idea behind the service is
to increase participation in on-campus events,
Athletic Director Eugene Doris thinks the benefits of a shuttle are hard to foresee.
"We have received very good support so
far this year," he said. "I don't think parking
has been an issue with the addition to the lot at
the Kelley Center."
However, Ambrosio disagrees.
"Hopefully this encourages beach residents
to stay connected to their University and fosters
a greater sense of school pride," he said.

WHY CAN'T Wii BE FRIENDS?
The Wii and the PS3 have finally hit
store shelves. Which one's best?

Page 7

Sarah Alecozay/ The Mirror
Georgia on my mind: From left to right, Conor O'Kane, Associate Director of Campus
Ministry, Sabrina Rival '07, and Michael Fry '09 protested School of the Americas.

THE GREAT DEBATE
Joe Carretta and Chris Haliskoe face off
on the eternal question:
is it bierut or beer pong?
Page 11

FLYING PUMPKINS!
And other happenings in
Campus Crime Beat
Page 4
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The cost of fame

MIRROR

New wall in BCC recognizes
athletics but comes with a hefty price tag

cost seems excessive given the need for appropriate upperclassman housing and so many
This fall, Fairfield unveiled a new Athother needs."
letic Hall of Fame. Though it is a venue for
Others, including Matt Buffardi '07, felt
recognizing the accomplishments of former
it was an appropriate way to recognize the
athletes, the cost of the project may be what
accomplishments of Fairfield athletes.
students will remember most.
"I think it is a nice tribute, and if it costs
The Hall of Fame, which is comprised
a lot, whatever. It sounds a bit steep, but those
of 17 plaques, was designed by Honorcraft
people worked very hard for it," he said.
Incorporated with input from the athletic
FUSA President Hutch Williams '08
department as well as Alumni Relations. The
also feels that it is an important investment
inspiration for the display came from Georgein school pride and spirit.
"It is in a central location and gives all
town University's Athletic Hall of Fame after
members of the Fairfield community viewed
a sense of pride when they walk by every
it. Honorcraft could not say how much was
day," said Williams. "It was all right to have
spent on Fairfield's project due to contractual
bulletin boards there [across from the bookobligiatons.
store], but it is much more fitting to have the
Though an exact dollar amount could
Hall of Fame there to serve as a reminder of
not be determined, it was estimated to cost
previous athletes."
around between $75,000 and $150,000 by
According to Fairfield Athletic Director
Brian McGuire, director of sports marketGene Doris, the new Hall of Fame replaces
ing and promotions at Georgetown whose
one that had been in Alumni Hall.
similar display cost over $75,000. Although
"When we moved our athletic offices
Jack McNamara/ The Mirror out of Alumni Hall and made the Arena at
Fairfield's display is far less intricate, it was
Wall of fame: Athletic accomplishments adorn hallway in BCC outside of the bookstore. Harbor Yard our primary basketball venue, a
still estimated to carry a hefty price tag.
Nicholas Segretario '99, former assistant
- new home was sought for the Athletic Hall of
director of alumni relations, approached Honorcraft to see if Fairfield. After the agreement, sculptor Bob Shure created Fame," Doris said. "When that was taken down we utilized a
the Massachusetts-based company could create something the bronze castings, which depict various sports.
mobile version, which is at our Arena games and in the offsimilar to Georgetown's Hall of Fame.
Some students were flabbergasted to learn that the Uni- season is on the second hall of the Walsh Athletic Center."
The president of Honorcraft, Jim Rapoport a parent of a versity would spend so much on such a project.
This year's unveiling of the Athletic Hall of Fame
FU senior, was very familiar with Georgetown's Hall of Fame
"I think it is a good idea and a good way to bring at- coincided with the 25th anniversary of the Athletic Hall of
and he knew his company could create a lasting memorial for tention to Fairfield sports," said Marc Hansel '08. "But the Fame.
t>"
BY BILL MCBAIN

Where are they nOW?

Updates and briefings on past stories

Murdered Fairfield resident
exonerated of molestation charge

Live mascot not appropriate for FU?

ington, three days after James's murder,
according to the Minuteman.
Fairfield resident Barry James, the man
Jonathan Edington, a 29-year-old patent
who was murdered in August for allegedly lawyer who moved to the area with his wife
molesting a two-year-old girl, is believed to and two children just a year earlier, became
be innocent, according to a statement issued enraged after hearing the accusation that
by Fairfield police last month.
James molested his daughter.
James's exoneration came nearly seven
He allegedly climbed through his
weeks after investigators began looking into neighbor's window and stabbed him repeatthe motive behind his
edly. Edington was found
murder, allegedly comby Fairfield police shortly
mitted by the girl's father,
after the murder washing
Jonathan Edington.
blood from his hands at
"We're confident in
his kitchen sink.
the fact that Barry James
Edington had called
did not molest the Edingpolice several months eartons' daughter," Fairfield
lier to report seeing James
Police Capt. Gary Mac"not fully clothed" through
Namara told the Fairfield
the window, though he
Contributed Photo
Minuteman.
Jonathan Edington who allegedly never filed a formal comThe Aug. 28 murder killed his neighbor, Barry James,
plaint.
shocked the Fairfield after his daughter accused James
He is currently free
community and raised of molesting her.
on $1 million bail and
questions about why such
pled not guilty to murder
a violent crime occurred in a town known for and burglary charges on Oct. 10. According
to the Minuteman article, prosecutors are
its safe neighborhoods and lack of crime.
MacNamara said, "We did a thorough anticipating that Edington may use the deinvestigation and were unable to locate any fense that he was under "extreme emotional
evidence [of molestation]. [James] is an in- disturbance" when he committed the murder,
which may decrease his murder charge to
nocent victim of homicide."
The molestation charge was filed by first-degree manslaughter.
His trial is set to begin Dec. 19.
Jonathan Edington's wife, Christina EdBY KATE MCGANN

BY JESS MITCHELL

The University of Texas has Bevo,
the Longhorn. The University of Colorado
has Ralphie the Buffalo. The University
of Houston has Shasta the Cougar. Baylor
University has Joy and Lady the Bears. But
what about Fairfield's Lucas, the Stag?
A recent suggestion to have a live
Stag mascot appear at sporting events
and live on campus was well-received by
students.
But unlike other universities, FU may
not be the appropriate place for a live
Stag.
Bevo, the longhorn steer of the University of Texas, made its first appearance in
1916 when two cowboys dragged the halfstarved, frightened longhorn onto the field
during halftime in front of 15,000 fans during the annual football game against Texas
A&M. Although Bevo I
died, Texas has since had
19 replacements.
At the University of
Colorado, Ralphie, the
fourth female buffalo mascot since 1966, leads the
football team onto the field
at the beginning of the first
and second halves. According to the university Web
site, it inspires thousands
of fans to break out in the

"Buffalo Stomp." The buffalo lives offcampus and weighs 1,300 pounds.
Unlike Colorado, Baylor University's
pair of Bear mascots, Jody and Lady, live
in a shelter enclosed by a chain-link fence
surrounded by concrete moat in the center
of its Waco, Tx, campus.
As a pair, the bears make approximately 80 appearances a year. However,
Baylor only sends one of the two to home
football and basketball games, elementary
schools and alumni events, according to a
2002 U-Wire article.
Although Colorado, Texas and Baylor
have had successful live mascots, some
schools are concerned with the danger and
mistreatment of having such animals in a
campus setting.
When the University of Houston's
fifth cougar mascot Shasta V died in
1989, school president George Manger
decided to end the 42year tradition, despite
opposition to house a
live cougar on campus
since the 70s. Manger
felt the possibility of
the wild animal injuring the public was too
great a liability for the
university, according
to an April 2002, UWire article.
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Seniors circumvent SBRA and organize '06-'07 Naut
Socialized party system at Fairfield beach lives on
put it together and, I guess for the Naut, me and Lindsay
are it," Kiefer said.
Kiefer and Walsh, who are not directly involved in the
SBRA, asked student beach residents in an e-mail if they
wanted to participate in the Naut. Participating students
were asked to contribute $40 to purchase kegs and to
select which night they would host other students.
But as much as students do not want traditions to die,
this request seemed a lot to ask.
"It's really hard to get over 700 students together,"

Kiefer said. "Especially considering everyone has crazy
schedules and about $10 in their bank accounts."
Traditions have been slipping through the fingers of
Kiefer, however, is not worried.
Fairfield students for the past several years. This year two
"So many people have shown interest regardless,"
seniors have refused to let that happen.
she said. "Nobody wants to be part of the class that kills
For many years the Student Beach Resident Assothe Naut."
ciation (SBRA) organized a yearlong event called "the
The class of 2007 is ready to keep the tradition going,
Naut."
but still has concerns about hosting parties. According
For students living in the Fairfield beach area, this
to Kiefer, interested students have inquired about the 11
meant that four nights a week a set house hosted a party
p.m. noise ordinance.
for the all student beach residents, complete with
Andrea Mangione '07 is frustrated with the
a keg and other assorted alcoholic beverages.
ordinance and what it means for the Naut.
With the removal of events such as Mock
"I hate that we have to rush to the Grape
Wedding and Clam Jam and the ever-so-apparat 11 p.m. because the cops are just waiting
ent injunction at Lantern Point, the SBRA is
to knock on the door," she said. "But out of
no longer allowed to host events with the sole
respect of the house hosting, leaving at 11
purpose of drinking alcohol.
p.m. is understandable. No one wants to get
For John Seylar '07, traditions were a huge
arrested."
reason he chose Fairfield.
Kiefer noted that in the past few weeks,
"A lot of my family went to Fairfield," he
relations between students and residents in the
said. "And [the traditions] are what they rememarea have been looking up.
bered about this school."
"No one seems to really have had any
With the SBRA no longer allowed to proproblems lately with getting arrested or with
duce such events, The Naut was just another
Lantern Point security," she said.
tradition to add to the list of those taken away
• Through Walsh's efforts and her own,
from Fairfield students.
Kiefer looks forward to the Naut bringing the
That is, until seniors Megan Kiefer and Lindclass together and is happy to have taken on
say Walsh took it upon themselves to organize
the task.
the Naut for the 2006-2007 academic year.
"I hope the Naut can just be another reason
Jenny Mingus/The Mirror
"It seems like the only way any traditions are The Naut wilt keep us together: Lindsay Walsh '07 (L) and Megan Kiefer '07 for all the seniors to get drunk together and have
going to continue at Fairfield is if a few students worked without SBRA's help to preserve a tradition for the senior class.
a good time," she said.

BY MEGHAN TOUMEY

Will that be cash,
check or teddy bear?

Student leaders aid
children's charities through
alcohol violation money

"The fact that we got fined is not good,
BY JOE CARRETTA
but I'd rather see the money go towards toys
and [teddy] bears for kids rather than back to
Have you ever been caught participat- the school," he said.
ing in activities forbidden by Public Safety?
The dean's office holds the bears and
Maybe you consumed an alcoholic beverage toys for the SAA, which is in charge of the
underage or hosted a party illegally?
two programs in conjunction with the Office
Whatever the transgression, the resulting of Alumni Relations. The programs will be
fines have students up in arms. But according discontinued after Dec. 8, and fines will once
to Dean of Students Thomas Pellegrino, the again be paid in money.
Toys for Tots program and the eighth annual
Though many students applaud the
Teddy Bears with Love
University's attention
Drive are offering stuto charitable causes,
dents an alternative.
other students, includPellegrino said the
ing Frank Fioretti '10,
administration is asking
are skeptical.
that students who are
"If we gave the
fined participate in one
University the money
of the two programs,
and they bought the
which bring new toys to
toys, then I'm sure it
local children's chariwould be more producties.
Katie McCarthy/ The Mirror five. I buy some toys for
"All fines which areT°ys for fines: Students pay alcohol $20, and then I buy one
collected through Decem-violations in teddV bearsfor like four bucks. It's
ber 8,2006, will be collectprobably not fair to most
ed through teddy bears and toys," he said.
of the kids. Plus, it's a waste of my time,"
Last Christmas, more than 500 teddy said Fioretti.
bears were collected and donated to children,
Skip Russell '07, however, is more conmany of which were donated by students who cerned with the large amounts of student fines
had been fined. This year, the SAA hopes to the University distributes.
collect more than 1,000 bears from the Uni"The fine is bad. The school fines people
for everything," said Russell, who faces posversity community.
Mike Putnum '08, a recent recipient sible townhouse eviction. "Kids already pay
of a student conduct fine, thinks the use of $40,000 to go here, and we're always getting
programs that benefit the less fortunate is a fined. Buying bears for charity is a good cause
but not for more fine money."
great idea.

Best
Deals In
Town

Are you tired of membership fees?
Automatic renewal fees?
Uncertified salespeople?
Old tanning bulbs?

GREAT STUDENT RATES!

HiM
For 5 Tans

FREE
Tan
Buy 1 Tan, Get 1 Tan Free

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540

With this coupon. Not valid with other offers.

l.______-____J

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540
With this coupon. Not valid with other offers

L__________J

1871 BLACK ROCK TPK I FAIRFIELD I 203-367-8540
(Shaw's Plaza Next to Soccer Post)
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Vandal foiled by his own
bloody trail

Campus crime beat:
BY SHANNON KEITH

Friday, Nov. 17
11:30 a.m. A student at the townhouses reported a pumpkin
being thrown through their car windshield. There are currently no suspects.
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9:41 p.m. A vehicle was stopped in the Regis parking lot with
two non-students and one student inside. The minors were
found with beer and rum in their vehicle. They were asked to
pour it out, and the non-students were told to leave campus.

Ryan T. Blair
EDITOR IN CHIEF
Ben Doody
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Sunday, Nov. 19
12:24 a.m. The Regis ground floor door was
found broken with shattered glass and a trail of
blood near it. The trail led to the culprit who was
bleeding from his shoulder. He was brought to
the Health Center.

Oa^Pi-te

Saturday, Nov. 18

1:06 a.m. A Safe Ride call was made,
saying that a student needed to be
picked up due to vomiting from in
toxication. The person was discovered
to be a non-student and was taken to
the hospital.

Mari Heenan
MANAGING EDITOR
Christina Stoddard
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

The Print Edition

2:59 a.m. An RA from Gonzaga reported a freshman male vomiting in
the women's bathroom. The student
was brought to the Health Center for
further evaluation.

4:08 a.m. After being brought to the Health Center, a severely intoxicated senior was transported
to St. Vincent's Hospital for evaluation.
5:32 a.m. Officers discovered vandalism in
the laundry room on the 13 block of the townhouses. There
were holes punched in the walls, which were later repaired
by maintenance.

V

1:59 p.m. A student from the townhouses called to report
their 3x5 window being broken. It happened sometime during the previous night.
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CHILD CARE
REGULAR SITTER / NANNY

PART-TIME BABYSITTER
NEEDED
PART TIME BABYSITTER
NEEDED. FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULE, MORNINGS OR
AFTERNOONS. MUST HAVE
OWN TRANSPORTATION AND
EXPERIENCE WITH SMALL
CHILDREN. PLEASE CALL
203-319-0057.

BABYSITTER WANTED
UNIVERSITY AREA FAMILY
(1 CHILD), 3-6 HOURS PER

WEEK (PERFECT FOR
STUDENT)
- ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM
UNIVERSTIY
VERY FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
(AFTERNOONS/EARLY
EVENINGS)
- FUN FIVE YEAR OLD BOY
PLEASE CALL SUSAN @
203.292.3123

PART-TIME NANNY/
BABYSITTER NEEDED IN
FAIRFIELD
PART TIME SITTER FOR 2
GREAT, FUN BOYS: AGES
11 AND 9. 15 HOURS A
WEEK, 2-3 AFTERNOONS.
JOB INCLUDES PICKING UP
FROM SCHOOL, TAKING TO
ACTIVITIES OR HOME, HELP
WITH HOMEWORK. CAR
AVAILABLE. CALL SUSAN:
914-815-1170.

PROF. COUPLE (DOCTOR
/ BANKER) SEEKS REG.
NANNY / SITTER M TO F 6
PM - 8 PM FOR TERRIFIC 2
YR. OLD BOY. OCCASIONAL
OVERNIGHT. MUST HAVE
CAR TO P/U AT DAYCARE.
DAYCARE AND HOUSE
IN FAIRFIELD, BLOCKS
FROM UNIV. SALARY +
ROOM (IF DESIRED) AVAIL.
REF'S/EXP. REQUIRED.
EMAIL ACANZANO®
CRONUSPARTNERS.COM.
HELP WANTED
FUN JOB CREATIVE OR NOT!
-HANDS ON POTTERY~
PERFECT STUDENT HOURS
WEEKENDS A MUST!
WWW.HOPCT.COM
319-1273
ASSISTANT COACH WANTED
COACH OF 5TH GRADE
BOYS REC SOCCER TEAM IN
FAIRFIELD SEEKS PLAYER
OR SOCCER ENTHUSIAST
TO ASSIST. 2 TO 4 HOURS
PER WEEK (ONE OR TWO
PRACTICES), DEPENDING
ON YOUR SCHEDULE. CALL
(203)258-0821 FOR INFO.
WORK 5 MINS FROM CAMPUS
INTLGIFTCO- BLACK ROCK
TPK - EXEC ASST - FLEX HRS
- MUST BE DEPENDABLE.
CALL MELINDA AT 371-2944

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITY
EXECUTIVE SEARCH FIRM
IN WESTPORT SEEKS
JUNIOR AND SOPHOMORE
STUDENTS TO WORK IN FUN,
FAST-PACED ENVIRONMENT.
CONTACT STEVE OZYCK 203222-2222
TRAVEL PLANS
SPRING BREAK WITH STS
TRAVEL WITH STS TO THIS
YEAR'S TOP 10 SPRING
BREAK DESTINATIONS!
BEST DEALS GUARANTEED!
HIGHEST REP COMMISSIONS.
VISIT WWW.STSTRAVEL.COM
OR CALL 1-800-648-4849.
GREAT GROUP DISCOUNTS.
SPRING BREAK 2007
CELEBRATION
FREE TRIP ON EVERY 12
BEFORE NOV 1
FREE MEALS AND PARTIES,
HOTTEST DEALS
GROUP DISCOUNTS ON 6+
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
1-800-426-7710
RENTALS
HOUSE FOR RENT
3 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT ON FAIRFIELD BEACH
ROAD. SPACIOUS LIVING
AREA, WASHER/DRYER,
LARGE BACK YARD, SHOWING FOR SUMMER 07 AND
FALL'07. 1300 SOFT. EXCELLENT CONDITION.
CALL MARK: (917) 733-8577
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Campus to go wireless in f07
CONTINUED FROM P.
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NOVEMBER

Congress discusses the draft
BY MIKE KELLY (U-WIRE)

factor in the delay.
"As late as 2002, the installed based of laptop computers was than 5 percent for
faculty and less than 15 percent for students," he said. "I think this is one of the main
reasons why the Fairfield community wasn't lobbying for this technology."
But "complete" wireless access does not mean every classroom. While certain
rooms in Canisius Hall and the Dolan School of Business have wireless capabilities,
the project will not move forward in the classrooms "without support of the faculty or
safeguards that regulate access by faculty," Estrada said.
In addition, Dailey feels that wireless access in the classroom could be a distraction for students.
"A lot of classes like the EN 11 classes use it in the classroom, and it's a great
benefit," he said. "[But] it depends on how it's monitored by the professor."
Faculty support for the project has also been varied, according to Estrada.
"The literature we've seen indicates that while most faculty welcome wireless access on campus, there are mixed feelings about the value of unregulated student access
to the Internet during class," he said.
Dailey also acknowledged that complete wireless access is not a requirement for
the Fairfield campus.
"I think it's an enormous commodity and convenience. Do I think it's a necessity?
No," said Dailey.
For the most part, students were thrilled with the news of increased wireless support in the coming year.
"It makes life a lot easier," Amanda Goldstein '10 said, adding that complete wireless access is great but not a necessity. "I don't think [the University] needs it, but I
think it will be a great asset."
"It's more of a convenience," said Katrin Roessler '08.
She feels the decision was made in reaction to wireless availabilities in other public
places, such as hotels.
"I think it's just to keep up with rising standards," she said.
But some students, including Arthur Olvesen '09, are not as pleased.
"It's kind of a waste of money," he said, adding that the money spent on the wireless network, more specifically in the dorms, would have been better spent improving
the current network.
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The United States' voluntary military
could be spread dangerously thin by its current and possible future military endeavors,
according to some Democratic lawmakers.
Some believe the best way to acquire new
troops is to reinstate the draft.
"If we're going to challenge Iran and
North Korea, as some people have asked, and
send even more trjoops into Iraq, we can't do
that without a draft," said Rep. Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., a veteran of the Korean War.
Once the Democrats take control of
the House Ways and Means Committee in
January, legislation officially will be put
forward.
Rangel, the next chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee, said he sees this idea
as a way to deter politicians from launching
unnecessary wars.
"There's no question in my mind that this
president and this administration would never
have invaded Iraq, especially on the flimsy
evidence that was presented to the Congress,
if indeed we had a draft and members of
Congress and the administration thought that
their kids from their communities would be
placed in harm's way," Rangel said.
Conscription into national service would
come with a choice. Those who would agree to
military training and service that could place
them directly in harm's way still would do so
voluntarily.
Front-line soldiers and sailors would get

the current highly specialized training and
higher pay. Others would serve in non-combat
support roles or in domestic service.
Rangel has introduced similar legislation in the past. Earlier this year, he offered a
plan to mandate military service for men and
women between ages 18 and 42. However,
the bill saw little action in the Republican-led
Congress.
"I don't see how anyone can support the
war and not support the draft," Rangel said.
"I think to do so is hypocritical."
Republican Congressional leadership, for
the most part, agrees there is not enough of a
troop presence in Iraq but believes instituting
a draft is a move in the wrong direction.
"I think we can do this with an all-voluntary service, all-voluntary Army, Air Force,
Marine Corps and Navy," said Sen. Lindsey
Graham, R-S.C. "And if we can't, then we'll
look for some other option."
Polls by both Gallup and USA Today
show seven out of 10 Americans oppose the
reinstatement of the draft.
"One of the great things about America is
our freedom, and mandating military service
is taking away part of that freedom," said
Jared Hupp, Kansas State University freshman
in pre-professional secondary education.
Legislation regarding the draft will face
a difficult trek to becoming law. First it must
pass through both the House of Representatives and the Senate, but it also must bypass a
presidential veto. The only way for Congress
to override this veto is by a two-thirds vote
in both chambers.

Workout for the whole semester for only $99That's less than your Art History Book.
3170 Fairfield Ave, in Historic Black Rock, Bridgeport, CT 06605 Tel (203) 335-8228

Taco Loco Specials!
Tuesday's ALL DAY1 1 /2 Price Sauza Frozen
Margaritas ALL DAY TUESDAY! Lime, Strawberry, Peach,
Mango, Banana. Also Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm!
Wednesday's! Corona Madness! $2.25 Corona Beers
ALL DAY WEDNESDAY! Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm!
ihursday S! Our famous Quesadillas. Choose among
Chicken, Chorizo, Shrimp, Vegetable or Cheese and a XX on
tap beer for only $9.95/pp & HH 3-6:30-pm!
Friday's! Mexican Munchies & Happy Hour!
Coronas $2.25, 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen Margaritas, and
$2:00-$2:50 Drafts, 3-6:30 pm!
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Wireless woes
In today's academic world, improvements in campus
technology are a requirement to compete with other
colleges and universities. Some courses and academic
programs at Fairfield, including the Writing Center, currently utilize video iPods to enhance and expand learning styles. Also, students can rent laptops for three-hour
intervals at the library.
More classes are becoming computer based, making
use of student laptops or available computer lab rooms.
In 2004, the Princeton Review ranked Fairfield 18th
among the top 20 "Most Connected Campuses." Criteria
ranged from the ratio of school-owned computers available to students, technology utilized across the disciplines,
technological sophistication, and accessibility of wireless
internet.
For all the supposed advances in technology that the
administration reports, where is the consistency?
Connectivity through the network still remains unreliable as StagWeb is unavailable to all students and professors early every morning.
University administration and computing staff have
promised wireless Internet across campus by 2007. Currently, the campus center, library, and primary academic
buildings are wireless.
Why are we lagging so far behind the technological
advances of other schools?
Sacred Heart University, another Fairfield, Conn, institution, has been a completely wireless campus for several
years, a fact clearly presented on its Web site. Fairfield
University still remains behind the trends.
Fairfield is a prestigious Jesuit educational institution
and is ranked in a higher tier than Sacred Heart in every
published college guide. If Fairfield prides itself on excellence, administrators should want to provide the best
technology for its students and faculty.

The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
What is your opinion? Write to us: themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
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There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
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and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
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School of the Americas protest:
a "poignant" and "noble" experience
BY KEVIN DONAHUE

rience, and the Teach-in is always a high point. A
point of special pride for me was that Fairfield was
so well represented by our coalition of 19. For my
three and a half years here, I have too often heard
the myth propagated that students at our university
are universally apathetic. This isn't true, and never
has been.
By making a concerted
effort at informing the student population about this
cause, we had a very strong
showing of interest. The
15 students who went on
the trip made a significant
sacrifice of both time and
money.
There were many memorable moments from our
journey to the SO A.
When we first arrived in
Georgia, we visited the King
Center, in Atlanta; a powerful museum dedicated to
Marin Luther King, Jr.'s life
work. Th^s> was a poignant
experience, and it prepared
us well to try to resist an
unjust institution, as Dr.

The
|he School of the Americas, currently known
as the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation, has for 59 years trained
Latin American soldiers.
For that same period of time, these soldiers have
returned to their countries
and been involved in human
rights abuses, massacres, and
other atrocities.
Under the guise of the
war on drugs, the United
States government sponsors this school to increase
its influence within Latin
America. Because I reject
the principles of this school
and the foreign policy which
it represents, I, along with
18 other Fairfield students,
faculty, and staff, took part
in the School of the Americas
protest on Sunday, Nov. i9; >
The school is located in
Columbus, Ga., on the confines of Fort Benning. The
distance to the school makes
the weekend of the demonSarah Alecozay/The Mirror King did.
stration an experience, more Protesters act-out: Demonstrators observe
On Saturday, we were
than just an event in itself. tne deaths of those killed by graduates of the
allowed to enter the base, to
Our experience began School of the Americas,
take part in a question and
answer session with officials
on Thursday night, when we
gathered around the eight crosses set up outside of from the school. This was a humbling experience.
the BCC. These crosses represented the six Jesuits The military officials who answered our questions
and their two associates who were murdered in 1989 had no intention of accepting our accusations that
the school was inherently immoral, and they were
by graduates of the SOA.
The Jesuits were professors at the University well prepared. This demonstrated that even amongst
of Central America who were killed because their committed members to the cause of closing the
teachings were considered subversive. Although SOA, a greater understanding of the school and its
practices needs to be
it is located in a very
developed.
different context than
At the Ignatian
ours, the university
Family Teach-in, one
at which the Jesuits
speaker noted, "Blessed
taught shared common
are the peace makers,
Ignatian values with
for they will never be
Fairfield.
unemployed."
It is distinctly
As the actual prounsettling, as well as
test at the gates of the
contrary to America's
SOA, a funeral procesconstitutional prinsion for those murdered
ciples, that our governby its graduates, wound
ment was involved in
down, I realized the
any way in murdering
truth of this statement.
teachers because they
Sarah Alecozay/The Mirror
?
did not like what they Peacefu| protest: Helicopters fly over to interrupt a vigil My efforts to close this
terrible school and work
taught. That is why for victims of the SOA protesters show peace signs
to promote peace in genclosing the school is
eral, and the collective efforts of our university
so urgent.
■ Because of the connection to the murdered Je- community, cannot end in Georgia. They must only
suits, this cause is especially significant to everyone begin there.
associated.with Jesuit universities throughout the
There is much to be done. But after my expericountry and the world. Individuals from Jesuit in- ence at the SOA protest, I feel inspired and capable
stitutions, including parishes, members of the Jesuit of committing myself to that noble work.
Volunteer Corps, and other universities, gathered
together fit the Ignatian Family Teach-in which
Kevin Donohue [07 i.s the coordinator of the
takes plae^in Coluffrbus throughout the weekend Students for Social Justice group.
of the protest;
This is my second time taking part in the expe-

Editor: Sean Corbett
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Which will it be?
exclusively with bullets, another with bodies, blood, skull
fragments, etc. Of course, this also means that PS3 games
are going to be incredibly difficult to program, but they'll
look good.
In the other corner is the Nintendo Wii, which is so radi-

ing your wrist.
Launch titles for both systems are good, but
Prices are going up, people are being shot and trampled
really aren't as impressive as you may have hoped. A PS3
in respectable retailing establishments, finals are in two
exclusive called "Resistance: Fall of Man" is about what
weeks, and it's cold outside. Is it Christmas time already?
England would have been like if aliens had blitzed London
Indeed it is. The holiday season is upon us
instead of the Nazis (You can't make this up), but
and what better way is there to celebrate than
don't worry it's fun; whereas the Wii is putting
buying things? This year's must-have items: the
forth a new Zelda game, "The Legend of Zelda:
PS3 and Nintendo Wii. Acquiring either can be
Twilight Princess" in which Link is a farmer who
quite an arduous, if not impossible, task. But not
turns into a wolf in an alternate dimension (you
to worry! Helping young undergraduates beat the
really can't make that up).
system while fighting the Man is why student
Getting one of these new next-gen consoles
journalism exists. To that end, we'll prominently
can be tricky. Going to the store and buying
feature which system does what, how you can
one is out. Most retailers won't reserve them in
get one and the best kind of Kevlar armor to
advance, and they're sold out anyway. Besides,
Plays GameCube games
Plays PS1 and PS2 games
wear while doing so.
it's dangerous. A man in Putnam, Conn, was shot
(only with Game-Cube controller)
Plays DVDs
It is a very exciting time to be a gamer.
in the chest by some kids who really wanted to
Does not play DVDs
Online capabilities
The industry has just entered a phase that many
play PS3. That's right, a man in a town in the very
Online Capabilities
Motion sensitive controller in
are calling the 'next generation.' The Big Three
state that you are now residing in, was shot...
Motion sensitive controller: Wii
(Microsoft,' Stfny and Nintendo) all currently
6 directions
over a video game.
Remote and Nunchuk attachment
have a next-gen console available to the public
Not to worry though, for another man over
Console price: $599
Console price: $250
at large, the Xbox 360, the PS3 and the Nintendo
•
in
Manchester,
Conn, was only severely beaten
Game price: $60+
Wii. The latter two have just come onto the mar• for his PS3, so you might luck out. Actually, the
Game price: $50+
ket, and are by far the most interesting, each for •
• best method of acquisition, aside from armed
their own reasons.
• • • •
» • • • robbery, is the internet. Six out often people who
The PS 3 seeks to further the concept of gaming as we cally different, so unique, that most word processors refuse bought their console did so with the intention of re-selling
to acknowledge 'Wii' as a word. Nintendo, back at its old it, so there's a market out there.
know it, while the Wii attempts to change that concept.
In one corner, we have the PS3, which has to be the game of messing with the minds of every person on the planet
In the end, it's important to remember that we are standmost next-gen of this 'next generation.' When we talk about (Remember DS?), is changing the rules of gameplay.
ing at the forefront of another technological revolution, so be
PS3, we are talking about power. This is the world's most
The Wii's controller isn't really a controller at all. It's a not afraid of the chaos that ensues as a result of enterprising
advanced video gaming system, due largely in part to CELL, remote... a Wii-mote. And you can't use it without some- early-adapters. What starts now as a mad panic will eventua chip developed by Sony and composed of eight — count how using its motion sensing capabilities. This can be fun; ally blossom into another four or five years of virtual fun for
'em, eight — processor cores. That's a lot more impressive you can stand up and swing it up and down as if you were all, so relax and enjoy.
than it sounds, because it enables the PS3 to divvy up tasks slashing a sword, and if you don't feel like doing that you
Oh, and whichever system you decide on, wear militarywhich were previously unworkable. One core can work can do the same thing sitting down on a couch while flick- issue armor to the store.
BY JACK MCNAMARA

Damien Rice tries a more powerful approach
BY JP PORRETTA
Damien Rice fans all over the world have been eagerly waiting for the past four
years for a follow up to the brilliant debut album, "O." Although not quite as powerful
or inspiring as his debut album, Irish singer/songwriter Rice
still manages to compose one of the most powerful albums
of 2006 with his sophomore release, "9."
If you are reading this review and feel clueless as to
who Damien Rice is, chances are you have heard his music
without even knowing it. Several of his songs have been used
frequently in hit television shows such as "Lost," "Alias,"
"CSI: Miami" and most recently, "Grey's Anatomy." His
first single, "The Blower's Daughter," was played in several
commercials, television shows, and movies, most notably in
the 2004 box office hit drama, "Closer."
Rice starts off this album with the piano ballad, "9
Crimes." The track, which is the first single off the piece,
is led by the beautiful voice of Lisa Hannigan, rather than
Rice himself. After hearing the powerful opening track Rice
fans can only hope that Hannigan lends her voice for the
next Rice record.
Another standout track on the record is the ballad "El-

ephant," which brings back all of the elements we knew and loved from "O," and everything that a Damien Rice song should be. Referred to as the second part of the "Blower's
Daughter," "Elephant" starts off as a soft whisper-driven song and leads into a screaming
ballad, and is sure to inspire a few goose bumps.
"9" comes off as a bit of a departure from Rice's debut
••••••••• album when approaching the darker tracks such as "Rootless
Tree," and "Me, My Yoke, and I." Distorted guitars, heavy
drumbeats and provocative lyrics make these two tracks seem
totally out of place. It can be expected for an artist to want
to experiment with different styles and sounds, but in Rice's
case it may be wise to stick with what he does best - slow
paced, acoustic-driven emotional songs.
The formula for his debut album, "O," was just perfect,
and if you ask me I don't think Rice will ever be able to
match his original masterpiece. The fact that Rice made us
eager fans wait so long to hear some new material will make
you wonder why the effort doesn't come through as strongly
on this album.
"9" is not a letdown by any means, though. It is still one
of the best albums of 2006. Rice is one of the most talented
singer/songwriters of this time who may never disappoint.
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Bob Dylan: Tangled up in old age
BY KEVIN SCHNEIDER

If you ever get the opportunity to see Bob Dylan, you
can't go in with expectations. Throughout his career he never
wanted anyone to expect anything from him, and he isn't
changing now.
You aren't necessarily going to hear your favorites. It
isn't a greatest-hits show. The best way to describe it is as
an experience.
On Thursday, Nov. 16, The Raconteurs opened for Dylan
at the Continental Airlines Arena in East Rutherford, NJ. I
know they're seasoned professionals, but their show surprised
me. They played through songs from their debut album, and
you guessed it, closed with "Steady As She Goes." If you
ask me, the highlight was their epic cover of Nancy Sinatra's
Contributed Photo
"(Bang Bang) My Baby Shot Me Down." Jack White showed
Old
Dylan's
still
got
it:
It's
been
40
years
since
his haythat he could step out of his expected musical element and
day,
and
he
can
still
wow
a
crowd
with
raw,
natural
ability.
still deliver. Not to ignore the rest of the band, who played
fantastically.
of what tune he's playing.
Dylan and his band kicked off with "Cat's In The Well,"
However, sometimes the charm will lose its balance, and
and I felt myself lose it. I wasn't even very familiar with the other times it will be at its strongest.
song. I was hooked on that one-of-a-kind Dylan charm that
The depressing truth is that when it loses its balance, it's
he's been hooking people with all through his career.
bad. When "It's Alright Ma (I'm Only Bleeding)" came on
That charm kept the audience hooked for the remainder as the fifth song, one of my Dylan favorites, it took me about
of the show. There is something groundbreaking and unreal two and a half minutes to recognize it. Part of Dylan's band's
about watching Bob Dylan pick up a harmonica, regardless job is to help mask that he can't do all the old ones anymore.

Songs have to be slowed down, and in some cases completely
changed. His raspy and worn out growl can be haunting and
intriguing, but also just depressing.
All of the recent material from Dylan's chart topping
"Modern Times" was reassuring and a pleasure to hear. He's
still got it, and his growl is a perfect fit for these pieces.
"When The Deal Goes Down" and "Nettie Moore" were easy
set highlights.
But nothing topped the power that came through with
"Tangled Up in Blue" and "Highway 61 Revisited." The
performances differed from the studio takes, but were just as
thrilling in a live setting.
When the set concluded with "Summer Days," Dylan
and his band returned to the stage for an encore of "Thunder
on the Mountain," "Like a Rolling Stone" and "All Along the
Watchtower."
Dylan and his band stood along the stage after the encore,
looking out onto the sea of ecstatic fans. For a minute or two,
everyone got out of their seats and took some time to absorb
what they had just been witnesses to. His band exited to the left
and to the right, while Dylan stayed for an extra moment.
And just like that, without a bow or wave, Dylan turned
and walked into the darkness behind him.
And the audience didn't bow or wave back, we just did
the same: Turned and walked into the darkness, equipped with
a sensation we'd be forever engraved with.

Styx can still command the stage
A tale of two concerts and one live CD/DVD
Everything," "Crystal Ball," "Miss America," "A Criminal
Mind" (originally recorded by current keyboardist Lawrence
"Styx is one of the greatest American rock bands!"
Gowan), and "I Am The Walrus" (originally recorded by The
In the much loved 1999 movie "Big Daddy," the little
Beatles).
blonde boy Julian utters these very words to a filled courtroom
On Sunday Nov. 19,1 was able to attend another unconduring Sonny Koufax's custody trial.
ventional Styx performance another in Brooklyn, NY. The
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, young fans like
concert, which raised money for two charities, and was labeled
Julian helped Styx become the first musical act to release
a "CD/DVD Release Party", was performed for a crowd of
four consecutive triple platinum albums. In addition to this
350 fans in a very intimate club, The Hook.
accomplishment, the 1980 Gallup Poll named Styx the most
Inside the seat-less venue, the small group of enthusiastic
popular rock band in North America.
Styx fans stood in a condensed mob right at the edge of a
With an extensive catalogue of rock hits, including
two-foot-high stage.
"Come Sail Away," "Renegade, Lady," "Too Much Time
This offered an unprecedented, intimate experience, since
On My Hands," "Babe, & Blue Collar Man," Styx created a
the musicians performed at a distance of less than 20 feet from
unique brand of pop/rock music. Currently, Styx remains one
much of the crowd. Audience members had the opportunity
of the hardest working bands in rock 'n' roll.
of a lifetime to witness Styx classics as they were almost
Although the band no longer includes legendary keyperformed on their laps.
boardist Dennis De Young (as well as drummer
The concert, which included many of
John Panozzo, who passed away in 1996),
the songs that were performed with the ConStyx continues to perform hundreds of contemporary Youth Orchestra, proved that the
certs each year for hoards of loyal fans.
members of Styx are still masters of rock V
This past May, I was able to attend a Styx
roll. Vocalist Tommy Shaw easily hit insanely
performance during their tour with the Conhigh notes that he originally recorded in 1978,
temporary Youth Orchestra from Cleveland,
while fellow guitarist, James "JY" Young
Ohio. On the night of the concert, this awardand keyboardist Lawrence Gowan perfectly
winning orchestra consisted of 115 musicians
duplicated guitar and keyboard solos that were
and 65 chorus members, all of whom were 13
originally created decades ago.
to 19 years old.
At the show's conclusion, the band memAlong with Styx, the orchestra performed
bers even threw towels, Frisbees, and beach
full versions of Styx classics, cover songs, and
balls into the crowd with the Styx logo on
brand-new songs. Fortunately, this historic
them, along with personalized guitar picks.
concert was recorded and recently released
Overall, the concert was a special night for the
on CD and DVD.
musicians and fans. Everyone will remember
"One with Everything," which kicks
that night when they experienced one of rock's
off with the Styx classic "Blue Collar Man,"
greatest bands in such an intimate and personal
immediately reveals to listeners that this is
atmosphere.
not your ordinary Styx live album. Before
Overall, "One With Everything" is a very
guitarist Tommy Shaw's ageless voice even
strong live album by a much loved classic rock
begins the first verse, the horns and strings add
band. In reality, Styx has released multiple live
complexity and power to "Blue Collar Man'"s
albums in the past six years. Although some
recognizable introduction.
fans might be hesitant to purchase yet another
Other lesser known songs that receive Styx remains long-haired and hard working: The orchestral boys from Cleveland
Styx live album, this one proves itself to be an
orchestral treatment are the songs "One With joined forces with the band to create a one-of-a-kind concert, and album, experience.
original presentation of classic songs.
BY JAMES MARESCA
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Not Cooking so much anymore
BY LILY NORTON

like his appearances on Saturday Night Live. Most
recently, he has been busy preparing for his "Vicious
Circle" DVD release with HBO. Plus, he is receiving
much more publicity by entering the cinematic field by
doing movies (bad movies, may I add). Dane Cook
is everywhere.
Even I am getting sick of him.
At one time, we could relate to his stories about
car accidents, past job experiences, and crazy things
seen on the news. These "has this ever happened to
you" jokes are great because everyone can relate to
what Cook is saying. Stepping back once and a while
to look and laugh at life can be a good time.
Over time, students are becoming sick of Cook
and some realizing that Dane is just a craze.
"He seems to really connect with our generation, but I don't think he will be considered a classic
comedian or even famous on a long-term scale," said
Greg Tulipani '09
But don't rely on just students. CNN reported, "A
number of comics and critics are wondering if Cook
might be more of an energetic talent and savvy selfpromoter than any kind of comedy great."
Still, some students continue to foster their hope
in the comic.
Robert Scansaroli '09 isn't concerned about his
passing popularity. "He's hilarious and that's all that
matters to me. When he is on TV, I watch him," he

At a time, when I was younger and had less
discriminating taste, I loved Dane Cook. I was even
privileged to meet him face to face in 2003 at Caroline's comedy club in NYC. I giggled inside when I
met him and had no idea that in a few years later, he
would be considered a god among mere comedians.
In 2005, Cook made a great mark in the comedy
world when his second comedic CD, "Retaliation",
reached No. 4 on the Billboard pop chart. With the
help of his growing fan base, Cook's CD outranked
all other comedy CD's except Steve Martin's "A Wild
and Crazy Guy."
Before his big break, I was just another fan, pretending that Cook's jokes existed only for me. Now, I
am surprised if someone doesn't know who he is.
So, where did this popularity stem from? I guess
it was partly my fault.
As a once die-hard Dane Cook fan, I always was
playing PR for him, saying "I love this guy. You
HAVE to check him out!"
I figure a lot of people were doing this, because
now every college student in America knows him.
Now, just a year after his billboard record, people
Contributed Photo
are losing faith in him. Why?
He wants YOU to remain his loyal fan: Some fans are fed up with
Besides the expected loss of fans that celebrities Cook's stardom and are itching for something new
seem to experience when becoming a "sellout", there
are many reasons why this sudden drop in support has occurred. Some say it's the over- said.
exposure with his new HBO special or maybe it's his cinematic debut in "Employee of the
Although Dane has had some good moments, college students are slowing moving
Month," but he's making people question his innovative ability. I think it's simple.
on to other stand-up comedians. The power Cook once had on all of us is starting to fade,
He's a fad.
because with many things, the things you like come to be personal to you. If everyone
We've all heard Harmful if Swallowed, Retaliation, maybe even dabbled with the also loved all the things that you loved, would you love them anymore?
disappointing Tourgasm series on HBO. Dane has also been quite busy building a fan
Be an individual and find a new comic, or something. Just try not to tell everyone you
base through MySpace, which allures his fans into supporting him for numerous events, know about this new comic.
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Look Great

Social Networking...

in la

Hollywdod Tan

Can Social Networking Sites Impact Potential Interviews or
Job Offers?
•

26.9 percent of employers surveyed Googled candidates or reviewed
applicant profiles on FacePook, MySpace or other social networking sites.

•

Facebook.com, says its site has grown to over 7.5 million people and ranks
as the most trafficked site in the United States.

Hollywood Tans Introduces
and I

• . Projections indicate that employers reviewing candidates online will only
increase.
•

Do's and Don'ts of Social Networking Profiles
Do be diligent and check the site to be sure information is honest and
professional.

•

Don't put anything on the site you wouldn't want an employer to
know.

•

Don't use a social networking site to be cute or funny.

•

Do proof read and edit information.

•

Do remember that the networking site is public and not just for friends
you invite to visit.

Questions???
Contact the Career Planning Center located in the Kelley Center
Phone: (203)254-4081
e-mail:cpc@mail.fairfield.edu
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People do not get jobs based on what employers found on the site.
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Bond is back and couldn't be cooler
rises to the challenge in "Royale," providing audiences with a Bond more similar to the one created by
Where can you find fast cars, hot chicks, raw action
Sean Connery.
and a good movie? Surprisingly, in "Casino Royale," the
Craig's Bond, is tough, unrelenting and at times
newest addition to the Bond series.
a stoic killer, which was the attraction of Bond in
"Casino Royale" takes Bond back to his roots, literthe first place. Timing is everything with "Royale."
ally, and bases it on Ian Flemining's first novel, which
Where before the age of terrorism audiences would
hasn't been done besides a Woody Allen spoof in 1967.
have been appalled at such a harsh Bond, now audiences are looking for action heroes that embody what
They also take a bold new step and set the story in present
we feel we need as a society: a strong man who can
day, complete with a brand new Bond, Daniel Craig.
The film focuses on Bond's first mission: to enter
get things done.
Unlike the most recent Bond girls that include
a poker game to stop an international banker, Le Chiffre (Mads Mikkelsen) from winning and continuing to
actresses such as Denise Richards and Hallie Berry,
this year's Bond girl is Vesper Lynd, played by Eva
fund terrorism around the world. The plot description
makes "Casino Royale" seem about as exciting as a
Green. She brings more than a body to the role. Green,
instead of toying with lines of appropriate coverage,
movie format of "Celebrity Poker," but really the poker
manages to be sexy while fully clothed. Green proves
game provides a much needed breather between action
that sexy is not slutty but in fact something much more
scenes. Many fans of the last three Bonds may feel that
"Royale" is too far off-course, but for the rest of us it a
complicated. It is style and personality making the
chemistry between Craig (Bond) and Green (Vesper)
much needed change.
Contributed Photo
Unlike the previous Bond films featuring Pierce
uncontainable.
Craig is the best Bond yet: Lock up your wives and don't even
Of course, like all good Bond films, there are some
Brosnan, "Royale" realizes the principle of good action.
bother trying to kill this guy. He's unstoppable.
obscurities to poke fun at, like the comical nature of
It is not how much you break or how big but why. Instead
the group gathered at the poker table or the man who
of bombarding audiences with one big action blow-out
wears sunglasses with one side missing. Despite these
after another where you always know Bond will come
classic Bond moments, "Royale," manages to take itself
out alive, "Royale" pushes audiences by toning down the
seriously.
action but pushing up the intensity to the point where you
"Royale," also steers away from testosterone-filled of movies like, "Diehard," and
are not sure if Bond will survive.
This new style not only applies to the action but to the actual character of Bond. moves more towards a comprising middle that will satisfy everyone. Martin Campbell who
Daniel Craig makes Bond seem real, unlike Brosnan who was a glossy and sometimes directs the movie is best known for his other action hero revival in,"The Mask of Zorro."
flaky version of Bond. It seemed like you could give a little pull on his chest hair and Martin does it again with the revival of Bond in "Casino Royale." It is safe to say Bond
cause him to crumble altogether. Although Craig was seventh on the list to play Bond, he is back and better than ever.
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

The Fountain: An anthology film unlike any other

Contributed Photo

Pushing the limits of visual story telling: Aronofsky blows all the other Fall movies out of the water, and sky. Above, a bubble carries Hugh Jackman's character and the tree of life in Aronofsky's mind-bending portrayal of struggling with the reality of death.
BY MIKE FISCHETTI

What is death? Is it truly the end or is
it just the next step?
"The Fountain" examines and tries to
answer these questions using an anthology
story format but in an inventive new way.
There are three stories involving two
main characters which occur during three
different time periods.
The first story takes place during the

1500's in which a conquistador named
Tomas (Hugh Jackman) is sent on a quest
by Queen Isabel (Rachel Weisz) to find the
Fountain of Youth.
The second story takes place in the year
2000 when we meet Tommy (Hugh Jackman) a surgeon
who desperately searches day
after day for a
cure for a brain

tumor which plagues his wife Izzy (Rachel
Weisz). Izzy is a writer who is writing a
book about the conquistador but finds it
impossible to write the ending. She leaves
it up to Tommy to finish the novel.
The third story takes place in 2500
where Tommy
is still alive
and lives in a
bubble with a
tree, where he is

visited by the ghost of his wife and spends
his days meditating. Now I know this all
seems like too much and almost borderline
ridiculous but let me assure you that all of
this is done for a reason.
This film truly deserves merit for more
than just its stunning visuals and complex
yet coherent storylines; all of these things
would not have worked without the truly
wonderful performances given by Jackman
and Weisz. They truly strived and successfully became the characters. With each
story we see an alternate view of the same
characters, but they come across just a little
differently each time.
The director and screenwriter Darren
Aronofsky, best known for his previous
films "Pi" and "Requiem For A Dream,"
continues to show his masterful use the
visual medium.
Many of the films most important and
emotional moments are built using visuals
rather than with dialogue. "The Fountain"
moves fluidly and keeps a good pace.
Although at the beginning of the film the
settings and actions of the characters may
seem unusual and confusing, all is revealed
in good time.
I found this film almost hard to watch at
times, not because of violence, but because
you spend a good deal of time watching the
character of Izzy suffer the effects of her
brain tumor as well as the way it affects her
husband Tommy.
The fear of losing someone so close
is probably one of the worst pains one can
experience and "The Fountain" captures it
accurately and respectfully.
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Beef pong VS. beimt: Two students sound off on the name of the game
The name is pong!
BY JOE CARRETTA

According to urbandictionary.com, beer pong is defined
as a drinking game that involves
beer and pingpong paraphernalia.
The object of the game is to throw
pingpong balls across a table into
opponents' half-filled cups of beer.
Sounds like the game too many people
on this campus erroneously refer to as
beirut.
Beirut is the capital city of Lebanon. To refer to a popular drinking game by
the name of a foreign city is a travesty to the great
American tradition of tossing pingpong balls into opponents' cups and laughing as they drink themselves to
defeat and an altered state of consciousness.
I hail from Bergen County, New Jersey and had never
heard the term beirut until I came to college ($40,000 hard
at work in the quest for knowledge). If the game centers on
a pingpong ball and numerous cups of beer, what doesn't
make sense about calling it beer pong? If the game involved some Lebanese food and maybe some strange
Lebanese cultural dance after a cup was made, then I
would approve of beirut; but neither of these conditions
is true, therefore making the game beer pong.
Why beirut? Let's just call it Baghdad, or maybe
Tehran. These are both Middle Eastern capital cities; so what makes them less worthy
candidates for the title of the popular American drinking game?
Every weekend, in addition to the occasional mid-week party, teenagers aim their
pingpong balls at the six (or 10 if you're in college) red solo cups about seven feet away
from them. The cups are filled with beer and are drunk if a ball happens to land in them.
It doesn't take a rocket scientist to decipher the logic of the title of beer pong. For those
who learn better with mathematical equations: beer + pingpong balls = beer pong.
As the night grows later, and the losers begin to feel the effects of their poor play, the
game is referred to by its nickname: "pong." Even the lightweights at the party recognize
the name "pong" and are able to identify what is going on. This is where beer pong proves
to the rest of the world why it is the more appropriate title for the game.
So next time you're at a party, spare the fellow guests the geography lesson and play
some pong.

It's called beirut!
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

I don't usually argue about'
many things pertaining to something as straightforward as drinking, but this debate struck me as
one in which common sense can and
should be applied.
I regret to inform approximately
half the population of Fairfield that it's not 1
pong; the other half is correct: it's called beirut.
You see it's quite simple: beer pong is a different game all together — one played with paddles. To
call the game in which we play pingpong with a cup
of beer in one hand and a paddle in the other the same
name as the game in which we throw a pingpong ball
at cups is just as confusing as calling BASEketball,
basketball.
To find the real meaning you have to trace it back
to the origin. Though much room is left for debate and
much of the info is hearsay, the game of "beer pong,"
with paddles, is believed to be developed at Dartmouth
College as early as the 1950s.
At Dartmouth it was called "pong" and grew to
such popularity that the college made it an intramural
sport from the early 70s until 1977.
Other Ivy League newspapers have credited Dartmouth as the spiritual home of beer pong. At Dartmouth
they call their game "pong" and the less frequently
played game "rut."
However, at Lehigh University in 1983, frat brother Dan Schwartz was credited
for being the first to get rid of the paddles and create a pyramid of 10 cups to throw
the ball at. This is where the term beirut is believed to have been created.
This anger I develop over the ignorance of the beer pong-ers started when I
saw the movie "Beerfest" this summer. In the movie, the protagonist plays a game
of beer pong in which they use paddles, so I thought to myself if that is beer pong,
then the game in which we throw the pingpong ball surely isn't.
For some weird reason it seems the further north you go the more people tend
to call it beirut. Maybe it's because we tend to be more educated, as well.
Whatever you want to call it, invite my friends and me over and we will beat
you.

StagCard Accepted/Student Discount

dance
See dearly look amanng.

10 cups to glory! Whether you call it beer pong or beirut, the gM^remainslrie same..;"

1499 Post Road / Fairfield, CT 06824 203.254.0042
1101 High Ridge Road /Stamford, CT 06905 203.322.2265

www.qlancect.com
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Where are those fanny Greek letters?
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

"Animal House." "Old School." "Revenge of the
Nerds." These movies have portrayed why kids really go
to college.
But what is the incredible force embodied in these films
that is not present here at Fairfield?
Fraternities.
Footage of kegs flying out widows, students streaking
through the quad and playing a practical joke on a neighboring
frat is bound get anyone "frat-tastic." Yet the question as to
why there are no frats on Fairfield's campus is one that may
need some discussion.
After watching those movies one would have to wonder
what Public Safety would do about frats.
"I can't foresee frats as being any concern of us at this
time," said Public Safety Sergeant John Ritchie. Ritchie felt
that frats could go either in a positive direction or a negative
one, and that the course couldn't be determined.
"I do not think that we can predict behavior pattern
problems," he said.
The real question at stake is, are fraternities still as bad
as they appear to be in the movies? Present day fraternities
have moved toward a new dimensiton, many of which serve
as role models and campus leader houses.
"I liked frats at my previous school, the University of St.
Louis," said Director of Campus Ministry, Fr. Michael Doody.
"The frats conducted trips to do service and before the trip
they would have a reflection period related to the service."
Doody went on to say, "I would be in favor of fraternities, because there are real benefits. They add a social aspect
and create a positive aspect, as long as drinking and other
problems are monitored."
"Frats promote exclusivity, which is against catholic

doctrine," Doody
said. "One can also
argue that fraternity actually means
brotherhood, which
is a pivotal part of a
Jesuit education."
PhilSpada'10
was somewhat more
enthusiastic.
"I would definitely be in favor
of frats because on
weekends there is
simply not enough
[to do]," he said. "A
frat house is always
a place to go."
flirror File photo
Agreeing with "You're my boy, Blue!" Beach houses just aren't enough, as some students question the posDoody, Spada said, sibility of having Greek Life on campus.
"Frats also add a
service aspect and
their members must meet certain requirements before admis- viewed fraternities in a positive light."
sion. It's not just partying."
"Also, there is a concern that fraternities are exclusive
Spada also pointed out that, "Loyola of New Orleans, and elitist," Pellegrino said, echoing Doody's main conanother Jesuit school, has frats."
cern.
Spada and other fraternity advocates may take center
"Our current climate is appropriately pursuing diversistage in debates to come on this issue.
fication and openness. I think fraternities would be counterDean of Students Thomas Pellegrino explained his view intuitive to what we want to achieve as a community," said
on fraternities.
Pellegrino. "Finally, while these organizations may promote
"From a social perspective, fraternities and sororities cohesiveness in small groups, they may encourage a drinking
exist to provide a social life structure within a larger com- and partying culture. On balance, I do not see value in having
munity," he said. "Given our size and close-knit community, I such a system here on campus."
So, for now, Fairfield seems destined to remain fratthink they would be somewhat redundant here. Historically,
the Catholic Church, and by extension, the Jesuits, have not less.
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ASK ABOUT DAILY SANDWICH SPECIALS!

WRAPS - WRAPPED IN YOUR CHOICE OF TORTILLA - $6.95
Chicken Athena
grilled chicken, feta cheese, lettuce, tomato, balsamic vinaigrette
Grilled Chicken Caesar
grilled chicken, romaine, Parmesan cheese, low fat Caesar dressing
Thai Chicken
grilled chicken, jack cheese, lettuce, tomato, spicy Thai peanut sauce
Renia's Favorite Turkey Wrap
turkey, muenster cheese, lettuce, apple butter, bacon, and mayonnaise
The Beast
roast beef, swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, horseradish sauce

Heritage Square • 1700 Post Road • Fairfield • CT • 06824
Tel: 259-7373 • Fax: 259-8880 • Casual Catering Available
Fairfield University Students -10% Discount honored
and come in for your Free Lunch Punch Card!

THE INTERNATIONAL

JION

Call Ticketmaster (212) 307-4100 ©r the Box Office (212) 477-2477
and use code "STUD30"
ORPHEUM THEATRE, Second Ave. at 8th

Groups 1-800-677-1164

PANINI - SERVED ON FOCACCIA BREAD AND GRILLED , $6.95
Chicken Sedona
grilled chicken, jack cheese, tomato, pesto sauce
Monte Cristo
turkey, ham, swiss cheese, tomato, russian
Balboa
rdast beef, swiss cheese, garlic butter
Veggie Panino
mozzarella, roasted red peppers, tomato, artichoke hearts, pesto sauce
Tuna Panino
tuna salad, swiss cheese, tomato
Hours:
SUPER SOUPS

www.stomponline.com

■ Valid through May 30,2007, Tue-Fri at 8pm, Sat at 10:30pm, Sun at 3pm. Blackout dates: Nov 23-26, Dec 19-Jan 7,2007.
Subject to availability. Can be purchased at the box office or by phone. Must present student I.D. Not valid with previously purchased
tickets or in combination with any other offer. Limit 6 tickets per order. Phone orders subject to standard service charge fees.

Weekdays
Saturday
Sunday

6:30 am to 5:00 pm
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Closed

SENSATIONAL SANDWICHES
WONDROUS WRAPS
PANINI AND MORE!
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HE said / SHE said

Dan McClorey

Meg Donlon

Too much work, too little time

I

just turned 22 this past Sunday and, as
Danny Glover would say, I'm gettin'
too old for this s**t... school work,
specifically. I can't do it anymore, I'm
gassed. The supposedly-easy class schedule I concocted for this semester has me
officially flustered.
I didn't imagine I'd be working
harder on class work in my senior
year than any other year at Fairfield.
Every day, it seems there's one more
pointless assignment after another.
There isn't even anything re
motely funny about this; I've
seriously had enough.
I'm even fed up with
half-assing my way through
papers and tests. There was
a time a few years ago where
a five or six-page paper didn't
faze me. Right now, I think any
one of you could translate the Bi
ble into Braille with a toothpick faster than
I could write a one-page journal entry.
I'd tell you a bunch of things I'd rather
do than take a test at thjs point in,my life,
but I don't think they d get by The Mirror
editors.
For whatever reason, this semester I
became the school's bitch. I mean, I used
to own school work. I could BS my way

through any assignment, given any due
date, in any subject. Sophomore year I
banged out a five-page paper on the history of the Kaiser Reich in pre World
War II Germany two hours before it was
due without reading a single book on the
subject.
I think if I was handed that assignment today, I would cry even more
than the time I found out Hulk Hogan
took steroids (How can you blame me?
Who would have known that you
f% can't be 6-foot-6-inches and
300 pounds by simply taking
your vitamins and saying your
prayers?).
What a sob story, right?
I realize there are pre-med,
nursing and biology majors at
this school that do more school
work in a week than I've done in
my life time.
It is three weeks before finals and
every single person at this school is buried
with assignments and looming tests, not
just me. So maybe I should get over it.
A 12-pack should do the trick.
In fact, forget finishing this non-credit
assignment, I'm going to the bar.

Looming finals and Christmas shopping on a tight budget is not quite
stressful enough for me. So I decided
to also have one exam, two power point
presentations and three research papers to
do too, all in the next week. Yes, it's going
to be quite the couple of weeks, but there's
nothing I like more than the thrill of not
sleeping and barely even blinking for i
48 hours and then filling in 100 little
bubbles on a Scantron sheet.
I actually like that I'll be
turning gray and becoming the
librarians' best friend while
I down my 189th Diet Coke
and comb through the library
databases looking for my
obscure research topics.
Yes, I am developing a small
hump from all the leaning
over my lap top and carrying
every single one of my books to the library
every night, but I also get to enjoy the burning eyes that come with staring at a computer
screen for hours on end and the rewards of a
strict library vending machine diet.
If you didn't catch on to the sarcasm
here then you're brain must be almost as
exhausted as mine. Why is it that so many
teachers feel the need to pile on the work
right before what's really supposed to be

the most stressful point in the school year
(finals)? In my heart, I don't want to believe
that teachers are this cruel, so I'm going
to go with the theory that each individual
teacher of mine thought they were the only
one doing this to me.
Let this "She Said" be a notice—you're
not. I appreciate the effort to cram all of this
info into my tiny brain, but is actually not
getting to the last chapter of this text book
really going to be the deciding factor of me
getting a job or not down the road?!
I guess it's a little too late now,
and all we can do is suck it up and
do it. I'm sure at some point in my
life when I'm working in a tiny little
cubicle from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., and
going home to my 100 cats and
Lifetime movies.
However, right now I ask my
peers to remember, when you see me
walking around campus in sweatpants and
a t-shirt covered in ink and white-out, I really am an attractive girl under there. Also,
to my lovely teachers, I'm sure there will
be some Nerdy-Nelly in class that will get
a 100 on the assignment you've given me
and you may be tempted not to bump up my
68, but I promise: I'll do better next time!
A couple extra points never hurt anybody,
thanks in advance.

Fairfield University
Charles F. Dolan School of Business
Do you want a job with a Big 4 Accounting firm?
^^^^

Fairfield University's Master of Science in Accounting
Accounting
gets you closer to that goal!
INQUIRE at Fairfield University . . .

START in June 2007 . ..

APPLY by April 15 . ..

EARN graduate degree in May 2008!

A career in Accounting awaits you!

One Year, Full-Time Cohort Program
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ideal program for Accounting majors
150 credits with accelerated, full-time degree completion in one year
CPA Test Prep Course available
Faculty with exceptional academic and professional credentials
Personal attention and advising for every student
Scholarships available

Let us help you get started today!
Call Marianne Gumpper at
203-254-4000, Ext. 2908
E-Mail: mgumpper@mail.fairfield.edu
Visit: www.fairfield.edu/msaccfu

Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

Jesuit. Personal. Powerful.

Fairfield, Connecticut
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Overcoming the win-one, lose-one pattern for women's basketball
ON WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
CHRIS SIMMONS

recognized as the Stag screaming "Ball!"
while shoving her hands in the opponent's
face or diving for the loose ball. It is this
type of passionate play that has the Stags
ready to play every game.
"Loyalty and discipline, we try to

After a slow start in the season, the
women's basketball team has finally
started to click.
While displaying a strong
defense, the team lost its first two
games averaging only 42.5 points
per game.
But in the next three games,
all against Ivy League opponents,
the Stags came alive, winning
two of three and averaging 71.6
points.
The Stags continued to press
on in Tuesday's game against Boston College, trailing the Eagles
64-58.
A big reason for this resurgence has been the play of junior
guard.Sabra Wrice.
A preseason first team AllMAAC selection, she had not
lived up to her offensive billing
early;ori. But during the past few
games,",she has been able to get
to the line more often, where she
is shooting 80 percent. Her scoringb average
has risen to 14.2 per
r
.
.
Mirror me pi
game, third in the MA AC.
Moving forward: Sabra Wrice '08 is among the
Head Coach Dianne Nolan team leaders in defense with nine steals,
felt that the players were thinking
too much about their shots and therefore instill those attributes in the players daily.
rushing. But in the recent games this has They really enjoy each other and have fun
with the game," said Nolan.
not been a problem.
The players' play, along with their
"We are getting more in sync with
each other. Knowing roles and looking for new pre-game ritual for this season is
each other better," she said.
evidence of this mindset.
This kind of play only comes with
The players form
experience, which could help explain a circle with freshman
the Stags' slow start. The players were center Kendra Hussey
still trying to adjust to playing with each in the center playing a
other, especially with five new freshmen Ray Lewis-esque role.
on the team, some of whom are playing Lowenthal says that the
ritual was inspired by
significant roles on the team.
Freshman center Tara Flaherty has the players' locker room
started all five games so far this year and behavior along with their
leads the team in rebounding, averaging close bond.
7.2 per game, good enough for fourth in
Fairfield's defense
the MAAC.
relies heavily on such
Fellow freshman Stephanie Geehan intense pressure. Junior
has also come up big, averaging nearly 20 guard Meka Werts has
minutes off the bench. She too is averaging an impressive 11 steals
seven rebounds per game. The freshmen's already this year in only
combined efforts are one reason Fairfield five games while felis ranked first in rebounding offense in low junior guard Sabra
Wrice has nine along
the MAAC.
Nolan recognized that the Stags with Lowenthal.
The Stags' defense
would need to improve their rebounding
numbers to compete this year and made it relies on its pressure
one of the focal points in practice.
and its ability to force
"We have been working on it from day turnovers. They are avone. We do at least two box-out rebound- eraging a remarkable
ing drills in practice each day," she said.
11.2 steals per game
Sophomore forward Baendu Lowen- along with 5.4 blocks
thai, who led the team in boards last year, per game, leading the
is contributing even more this year. She is MAAC in both categoaveraging 10.8 points per game along with ries.
pulling down 4.6 rebounds per game.
"Our motto is pasMore importantly may be her in- sion," said Nolan.
That single sentiyour-face defense. She can always be

ment sums up the season thus far for
the Stags.
The Stags' improvement was put to
its toughest test yet this season against
BC on Tuesday night.
BC had been ranked as high as 22nd
in the nation this season and took a sixth
ranked Ohio State team to the wire, falling only in double overtime. They boast
one of the top inside-outside duos in the
country with 6-4 senior Kathrin Ress
and the sharp-shooting senior Kindyll
Dorsey.
In order to stop them, Nolan devised
some different looks.
"We are going to change it up a little.
We are going to faceguard Ress, and put
pressure on the passers," she said.
She also planned to play some boxand-one and other zone defenses in order
to show the Eagles something new.
They came so close to gaining a victory, falling just short, 64-58. Fairfield
held a lead as late in the game as the
second half with 14 minutes left.
They were also able to contain
Dorsey, limiting her to two points and
only two shots from the field.
However, Fairfield struggled to contain the play of Ress. She scored 10 of
her game high 26 points in the final five
minutes of the game while also pullingdown 12 rebounds.
Fairfield's usually strong rebounding was a non-factor as they were outrebounded 33-18.
Yet, they still played the Eagles
tough and were able to force 23 turnovers
while giving the ball back only 13 times
themselves.

STAGS' REPORT CARD:
Ball handling: C-. Only two players logging significant playing time have a
positive assist to turnover ratio. The Stags
are averaging 12 assists per game along with
19.6 turnovers.
Defense/Rebounding: A-. The Stags lead
the league in steals and blocks per game with
11.2 and 5.6 respectively. In addition, they
are forcing an average of 21.2 turnovers per
game. On the boards, the Stags are equally
impressive. Freshmen Stephanie Geehan
and Tara Flaherty are both averaging seven
rebounds per game, helping the Stags lead the
MAAC in rebounding offense. However, they
occasionally leave themselves vulnerable on
defense by reaching and allow a few too many
second chance shots.
Scoring: C+. After their first two games
they were averaging an anemic 42.5 points
per game. But they have turned their offense
around and won two of their past three games
while scoring 71.7 points per game. A big reason for the turnaround has been Sabra Wrice
'08 scoring in double digits in four straight
games. The Stags are also beginning to drive
the ball bet^jl-, either drawing a foul or kicking
the ball back out.
Overall: B. This team seems'lo really
#njoy playing together and shows a lot of
passion on the court. The coaching staff has
done a good job in preparing the players,
but the on-going eight game road trip should
show how much the team has improved from
last year.
-CHRIS SIMMONS

Wanted: Students for Paid Internship

Fairfield Corps
(as in Peace Corps and AmeriCorps)

Needed: Fairfield University students to develop and provide
education and programming designed to curb underage drinking at
the university level and Bridgeport Middle Schools. Interns will be
paid $12./hour for a commitment of six hours per week for the
Spring 2007 Semester. Students with concentration in Psychology,
Communication, Education, or Marketing are encouraged to apply.
Selected applicants will gain knowledge and skills in the area of
alcohol and other drugs, curriculum development, and a
multicultural experience with middle school children.
For further information and to apply:
Call 254-4000 ext. 2146 or
online www.fairfield.edu/x4520.xml
Applications are due on December 1, 2006.
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Men's basketball getting closer to success after tough losses
BY TOM CLEARY

a late game comeback that nearly cost them
the victory.
Fairfield recently faced two teams
Head Coach Ed Cooley feels that the
ranked in the top 25 in the country, No. 15 tough schedule has helped the team improve.
UConn and No. 23 Georgetown, as well as "The schedule helped us identify our weaka top SEC team Mississippi.
nesess in a short period of play," Cooley said,
Then there was Loyola of Chicago, a "We had an opportunity in some games and
team picked to win its conference.
were in the position to win."
After six games in nine days the men's
With freshman Greg Nero, who is averbasketball team's record is 1-7, with their aging 15 points per game, and Michael Van
only win coming against Central Arkansas in Schaick '07, who is averaging nine per game,
the final game of the Hispanic College Fund leading the way, the team has the talent to
Classic.
compete with top level opponents.
Fortunately, the team has improved
"I definitely feel that we have made
with each game played. Although the team progress from our first practice and our first
won against Central Arkansas, they allowed game, but we need to turn our progress into
wins," Van Schaick
said.
The Stags gave
themselves a chance
to win during both
games, but could not
prevent the tough opponents from pulling
away in the end.
Fairfield trailed
Georgetown by four
heading into halftime, but a 17-2 run
allowed the Hoyas to
pull away and finish
with a 73-60 win.
Van Schaick,
who started the season
slowly, has picked up
his scoring over the
past two games, while
Nero has been slowed
by foul trouble and
pressure from the opponent's defense. Van
Schaick scored a team
high 14 points against
Georgetown and a
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror career high 23 points
Crashing the boards: Rich Hemming '10 and Anthony Johnson
during the Loyola of
'10 are two pivotal rookies for the Stags this season.
Chicago game.
Van Schaick's

performance was not enough, as the
Stags fell 83-72 to the Ramblers. The
Stags were once again close to pulling
out a win, as they cut a 15 point Loyola
lead down to seven.
However, they allowed their opponents to go on a second-half run, as
the Ramblers pulled ahead by 12 with
seven minutes remaining in the game.
The Stags' defense has been shaky
at times, allowing Loyola to shoot 64.3
percent from the floor on Saturday.
Fairfield has also struggled to convert
on opportunities from the free throw
line, going 11-18 from the line on
Saturday and shooting 68 percent on
the season.
The Stags' have turned the ball
over 121 times on the season, while
forcing opponents to turn the ball over
117 times, averaging 17.3 turnovers
a game.
.Fairfield is still learning to play
under Cooley's coaching and is a team
filled with inexperienced players.
"We need to focus more on offense
and understand how to play when calls
are made," Cooley said. "We need to
know how to play within a play."
Senior Marty O'Sullivan, who High spiritS: Men's head coach Ed Cooley wNI
missed most of last season because of ™"!!™eJ° '°°k f°r imProvement a9ainst the toP
opponents.
an ankle injury, has stepped up and has
contributed through both his passing and College and Providence, in the same week.
rebounding abilities, as well as his scoring Cooley said that the team cannot worry about
at times.
the schedule.
O'Sullivan is averaging a team-high
"We need to do what Fairfield does and
seven rebounds a game and also has 15 as- believe in our philosophy," Cooley said. "We
sists, which is second only to point guard need to stay strong on defense and make the
Jonathan Han '09, who has 32.
adjustments."
Danny Ogelsby '07, is starting to
Ogelsby feels the team is looking forcontribute as well, after an injury during ward to another game at Alumni Hall. "The
preseason. He scored 13 against Georgetown crowd definitely helps us, I am looking
and 10 points against Loyola, second to Van forward to playing there again."
Schaick in both games.
They then start the MAAC schedule the
The Stags' tough schedule is far from week after, with games against Manhattan
over. They take on 0-6 St. Francis (NY) on and Canisius.
Saturday at Alumni Hall which will be a
On Dec. 28 they will then travel to the
small break. Then they travel to face Boston Bronx to face Fordham.

STAGS' REPORT CARD: Thanksgiving edition
Seniors : B+
Gotta love it when the veterans step up. Early on, the older guys were M.I.A. Van Schaick was a near non-factor in the American University game, and it seemed as if it took a
while for the seniors to feel comfortable with the new cast. Now they have become an integral part of Coach Cooley's offense. Over the past few games Van Schaick has been on fire
from the field, finishing with a career-high 23 points against Loyola Chicago, only a few days after leading the team in scoring against Georgetown. Danny Ogelsby has been a great
presence off the bench. Marty O'Sullivan is a scrappy player whose presence on the boards is obvious. Improved play from the seniors is a great sign.
Energy: A
Under normal circumstances a young team would almost certainly be intimidated against an opponent the caliber of Georgetown. That was certainly not the case last week. The
credit goes to Coach Cooley and the Stags for not only coming out confidently against the Hoyas, but also looking very impressive and energetic early on. Anthony Johnson scored
four of the first six points, and Michael Van Schaick added a three to make it a 9-3 game early on. It's awfully impressive for a young team to show such poise in the face of a nationally-ranked team. Let's hope that is a continuing trend.
Overall: BA lot of things are going right for Fairfield now - with the exception of wins and losses. Obviously the schedule does not get any easier this week, with challenging away games
against Boston College and Providence College that are far from promising. However, the team has shown aremarkable improvement over the past few weeks. Greg Nero has become
a force in the pain. Van Schaick's new familiarity in the offense has added a perimeter threat to Fairfield's inside game. More importantly, the team is playing with more chemistry
and increased confidence. It wouldn't shock me if the Stags played both teams tough, and are more than fired up for the MAAC opener on Dec. 8.
- KEITH CONNORS

Editor: Dan Akeson
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Dejavu
Championship losses becoming too familiar for Stags volleyball despite strong regular season
BY FRANK ROMANO

That's why they say you can't win them all.
Fairfield volleyball's history has been filled with
MAAC victories.
From 1997 through 2001, Fairfield won the MAAC
Championship and competed in the NCAA tournament.
Throughout the years, their record has been stellar
during the regular season, but just short in the MAAC
tournament. The pattern held true for the 2006 squad.
The Stags lost to No. 2 Siena in the 2006 MAAC
Championship for the second year in a row (30-24, 3025, 21-30, 15-30, 15-12), putting an end to their perfect
season and to their hopes of an appearance in the 2006
NCAA Tournament.
Despite "the sting of losing in the finals," Head
Coach Jeff Werneke is very proud of his team and all it
has accomplished.
He noted that when the team executes well, "we not
only win, we dominate within the conference."
Entering the finals the Stags had won 20 straight
matches, including two playoff wins versus Iona and
Manhattan in the early rounds.
They went 18-0 in the MAAC and were the No. 1
seed.
Throughout the season, juniors Lindsey Lee and
Jazmin Pa'akaula led the way, leading the team in both of-

lllustration by Dan Akeson
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fensive and defensive categories. Lee posted
an attack percentage of .268 and averaged
4.06 digs per game, while Pa'akaula hit .253
and notched 3.02 digs per game.
The Stags also had a strong supporting cast, with solid play up and down the
lineup.
The team hoped to build off its great
performance in the semifinal round, where
it beat Manhattan 30-19, 30-22 and 30-13,
falling behind only once in the entire match.
The shutout marked the 16th 3-0 victory in
the team's 20-match winning streak.
Up against Siena however, the Stags
dropped the first two games, putting them
in the hole early on. They fought back to
win the next two, but fell behind early in
the fifth game.
Despite coming within two points of
Siena at 10-8, the Stags could not gain the
upper hand.
Just like during the regular season, all
six players on the court contributed—ultimately forcing the match to a game five.
When asked about what stood out during
the final match, Werneke had nothing but
good things to say about his squad.
"I think it's just the way we worked
together as a team and everybody [stepped]
up," he said, viewing the Stags' resiliency
as testament of a "true program" and a "true
total effort."
Senior Natalie Barba, who has dealt
with several heartbreaking championship
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror
losses, agreed.
Fall from grace: Despite a flawless regular season, the Stags fell to
"[T]his year was different," said Barba.
Siena in the Championship.
"The heart and intensity that was left on the
Next year they will return five of their six starters:
court was undeniably the most emotion I have
seen our team play with. We struggled and succeeded but Lee, Pa'akaula, Kelly Oliver '08, Barbie Thistle '10 and
in the end it didn't go in our favor."
Katie Mann'10.
Over the last several seasons, despite their inability
To ensure success, Werneke said the Stags will conto clinch an appearance in the NCAA Tournament, within tinue to play a rigorous non-conference schedule and to
the MAAC Fairfield volleyball has proven that it is a force develop players already in the program.
to be reckoned with.
"With hard work, good things will happen," he
The Stags have won the last three MAAC regular added.
In just five seasons as Head Coach, Werneke has
season championships and have made it to the finals
built
a competitive team and put Fairfield volleyball on
three years running. This year they beat every conference
opponent not once, but twice, achieving a perfect 18-0 the map.
Barba could not agree more, noting the turnaround
in the MAAC.
For Werneke, the message is clear.
in her four years on the team.
"We are an elite program within the conference,"
"My freshman year we had a 7-23 record, now
he said. "[Ojur expectations for the players and within our record is 23-7. That is entirely due to [Coach
Werneke's] coaching and bringing in good peothemselves is to be successful and win every match."
With a core of talented young players, the Stags have ple as well as good volleyball players," remarked
a strong foundation for years to come. It remains to be Barba.
seen whether this foundation will be strong enough to
For now, Werneke is not dwelling on the past and is
optimistic about a future that "looks very bright."
achieve what this year's team could not.
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